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	This text on geometry modeling is devoted to a number of central geometrical topics—
	graphs of functions, transformations, (non-)Euclidean geometries, curves and surfaces—
	and presents some elementary methods for analytical modeling and visualization
	of them.


	In 1872 F. Klein proposed his Erlangen Programme in which he suggested that different
	geometries can be studied by the properties of the groups of transformations acting
	on the geometry. The following geometries are represented in this way: Euclidean,
	affine, projective, inversive, spherical, and hyperbolic.


	B. Riemann’s (1868) idea was to represent geometries by ametric (differential) form
	in a curvilinear coordinate system. The distance between points is measured as the minimum
	length of curves (calculated using the metric form!) joining them. The intrinsic
	geometry of a surface in space and Euclidean, spherical, and hyperbolic geometries are
	represented in this way.
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Test Driven Development for Embedded C (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		TDD is a modern programming practice C developers need to know. It's a different way to program---unit tests are written in a tight feedback loop with the production code, assuring your code does what you think. You get valuable feedback every few minutes. You find mistakes before they become bugs. You get early warning of design...
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Practical Data CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the accelerating growth in the use of computers and PCs in the workplace, the practical aspects of designing and operating data communications systems have become increasingly more complex. Practical Data Communications provides the needed background and fills in the gaps for the many who must tackle this vital technology with little basic...
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Bridging the Generation GapCareer Press, 2007

	Miscommunication… Employee conflict… Work ethic debates… Loyalty issues… Varying wants and needs… If you are a manager, human resources professional, or business owner, you are faced with these types of issues every day. But why? Because currently, there are five generations in the workplace: Radio Babies...
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Galaxy S II: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2011

	
		Unlock the potential of Samsung's Galaxy S II with this jargon-free guide from technology guru Preston Gralla. You’ll quickly learn how to shoot high-res photos and HD video, keep your schedule, stay in touch, and enjoy your favorite media. Every page is packed with illustrations and valuable advice to help you get the most...
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Hadoop Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Get your mountain of data under control with Hadoop. This guide requires no prior knowledge of the software or cloud services - just a willingness to learn the basics from this practical step-by-step tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Learn tools and techniques that let you approach big data with relish and not...
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The Spreadsheet at 25: 25 Amazing Excel Examples that Evolved from the Invention that Changed the WorldHoly Macro! Books, 2005
From the 1979 invention by two MIT students of the visible calculator to the war between Lotus and Microsoft for dominance in the spreadsheet market, this book is a fascinating look at the software application that helped spur the entire computer industry. This loving look back at the early computer and technology evolution will teach anyone...
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